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WHEN MEN ARE HARMED: FEMINISM,
QUEER THEORY, AND TORTURE AT
ABU GHRAIB
Aziza Ahmed*
ABSTRACT

In this Article I explore the assertions of "anti-imperialist"
feminist scholars who critique "imperialfeminism" for its support of the war on terror (WOT). I bring into this analysis the
proposition by queer theorists that feminist reliance on male/
female subordination has the potential to not only obscure
harm in times of war but also to perpetuate it. As a case
study, I focus on the Abu Ghraib prison photos that depict, in
part,female soldiers torturing male Iraqi prisoners. In conducting this analysis, I reveal the analytical limitations of
dominance and culturalfeminists, particularlywith regard to
male harm at the hands of women.
* Aziza Ahmed is Assistant Professor of Law at Northeastern University School of
Law. Many thanks to Janet Halley, Libby Adler, Rachel Rebouch6, Zina Miller, Erez Aloni,
Jason Jackson, and Sara Ahmed for taking the time to review drafts of this paper. Thanks also
to Janet Halley, Libby Adler, Mary Anne Case, Vasuki Nessiah, Kerry Rittich, Rupal Oza, and
Prabha Kotiswaran for several conversations that challenged me to think about the ideas
presented in this paper in new ways. Thanks to the organizers and participants of the Governance Feminism Workshop: Janet Halley, Hila Shamir, Rachel Rebouch6, Libby Adler, Duncan
Kennedy, Annelise Riles, Cyra Choudhury, Karen Knop, Nkatha Kabira, David Kennedy and
Chantal Thomas. My participation in the Pro-Seminar on Gender in Post-Colonial Legal Orders at the Institute on Global Law and Policy at Harvard Law School was instrumental in
moving forward the ideas presented in this paper. Thanks to the organizers and participants of
several workshops where I received very helpful feedback: the Beyond Rights: Vulnerability
and Justice Conference organized by the Vulnerability and Human Condition Initiative & The
Feminism and Legal Theory Project, the Feminist Legal Theory Collaborative Research Network conference, the Feminisms of Discontent Conference at the O.P. Jindal School of Law in
Sonipat, India and in feedback I received on a similar project at the International Law and the
Periphery Conference at the American University in Cairo. All mistakes are my own.
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PART

I:

INTRODUCTION

Believing in the power of feminism as a critical force for positive
change makes it very difficult to engage in critiques that identify feminism's
blindspots. However, ignoring the negative consequences of some feminist
engagement can cause grave danger and real harm. In its lack of reflexivity,
some feminist projects have willingly or unwillingly supported the erasure of
Muslim men as victims of the war on terror (WOT).
Feminists approach questions of war and the consequences of war from
a diverse range of analytic perspectives. This range of perspectives contributes to intra-feminist debate and often to internal tension. Opposition to the
war on terror has emerged from a range of feminists, both American and
post-colonial feminists (who I term "anti-imperialist feminists" as shorthand)' who have taken issue with strains of feminism whose positions support a broader U.S. imperial project. 2 These "anti-imperialist feminists" 3
critique "imperialist feminists"4 for aiding in the production of a "saviorvictim-savage" 5 dynamic that has inadvertently or advertently produced rationales for the WOT. In this paper, I explore the assertions of anti-imperialist feminist scholars who critique imperial feminism for its support of the
WOT 6 alongside the proposition by queer theorists that feminism's reliance
I

ANNE ORFORD, READING HUMANITARIAN INTERVENTION: HUMAN RIGHTS AND) THE

USE

OF

FORCE IN INTERNATIONAL LAW 56 (2003) (Orford examines the engagement of feminists in

humanitarian intervention and outlines how feminist legal theory constitutes "both the women
of target states, and the international community.") See also Ann Russo, The Feminist Majority Foundation's Campaign to Stop Gender Apartheid: The Intersection of Feminism and Imperialism in the US, 8 INT'L FEMINIST J. PoL. 557 (2006). (Both Russo and Orford utilize the
term "imperial feminist").
2 See Antony Anghie, IMPERIALISM, SOVEREIGNTY AND THE MAKING OF INTERNATIONAL
LAW 273-309 (2005).
3 For examples of anti-war, anti-imperialist feminist writing, see generally, Chandra T. Mohanty, US Empire and the Project of Women's Studies: Stories of Citizenship, Complicity and
Dissent, 13 GENDER PLACE & CULTURE 7-20 (2006); Jasbir K. Puar, Queer Times, Queer
Assemblages, 23 Soc. TEXT 121-139 (2005); Judith Butler, Sexual Politics, Torture, and Secular Time, 23 THE BRIT. J. Soc. 1-23 (2008); SHERENE RAZACK, CASTING OUT: THIE EvICTION
OF MusIMs FROM WESTERN LAW AND) POLITICS (2008); Angela Davis, A Vocabulary for
Feminist Praxis: On War and Radical Critique, in FEMINISM AND WAR: CONFRONTING U.S.
IMPERIALISM (Robin Riley et al. eds., 2008). In the United States a similar feminist split exists

between feminists who seek to consider race and feminists who do not take on a race analysis,
see generally, Kimberld Crenshaw, Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics,
and Women of Color, 43 STAN. L. REV. 1282 (1992).
4 ORFORD, supra note 2.
5 Makau Mutua, Savages, Victims, and Saviors: The Metaphor of Human Rights, 42 HARV.
INT'L. L. J. 201 (2001).
6 MOHANTY, supra note 4.
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on male/female subordination has the potential to not only obscure harm in
times of war but also to perpetuate it.7
As a case study, I focus on the Abu Ghraib prison photos that depict, in
part, female soldiers torturing male Iraqi prisoners. I examine how dominance and cultural feminists reacted to the Abu Ghraib prison photos. This
analysis reveals dominance and cultural feminism's analytical limitations,
particularly with regard to male harm at the hands of women. My analysis
concludes that dominance and cultural feminist frameworks do not have the
capacity to adequately assess the complexity of the torture of male prisoners
by female soldiers nor the images depicting the torture. Further, acting on
feminist impulses without interrogating its consequences has also led dominance and cultural feminist responses to have a negative impact on individuals by contributing to the continued production of the vilified Muslim
subject, in particular the Muslim man, in turn contributing to calls for a militarized form of intervention on behalf of women and in support of the WOT. 8
To be clear, I am not suggesting that all dominance and cultural feminists are
pro-war. To the contrary, anti-war feminists often act in a dominance and
cultural feminist mode. Nor am I suggesting that dominance and cultural
feminist analyses are not necessary to understanding particular manifestations of injustice towards women. I am, however, interrogating how it is that
the dominance and cultural analytic has the potential to erase male harm and
contribute to a culture in which Muslim men are always the enemy. The
critical form of interrogation in which I engage is active in the context of
post-colonial and anti-racist feminist writing, amongst queer theorists in general, and inside the legal academy in the field of law and development. 9 I
root this analysis in the context of these debates.
I will proceed in three parts. I begin by demonstrating how some women's rights organizations produce an ideology that exists in symbiosis with
the U.S. Government's justification for the WOT and use of the military for
purportedly humanitarian purposes.' 0 Second, I describe the response of
dominance and cultural feminists to the Abu Ghraib scandal. Finally, I
demonstrate that a queer theoretical lens offers an account of the images that
does not foreclose an understanding of men as the individuals harmed by
torture, and women as a possible perpetrator of harm. A queer theoretical
approach allows for a more nuanced understanding of the operation of gen7 JANET HALLEY, SPLIT DECISIONS: How AND WHY TO TAKE A BREAK

FROM

FEMINISM

(2006) [hereinafter SPLIT DECISIONS]; Janet Halley, Rape in Berlin, 9 MEL B. J. INT'L L. 78
(2008).
8 RAZACK, supra note 4.
9 PuAR, supra note 2; DAVIS supra note 2; ORFORD, supra note 2; MOHANTY, supra note 4.
10 ORFORD, supra note 2; MOHANTY, supra note 4.
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der, sex, and power in the context of torture.'
sion of the implications of this analysis.
PART

I end the paper with a discus-

II: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FEMINISM, MUSLIM WOMEN
(AND MEN), AND THE WAR ON TERROR (WOT)

A number of feminists and feminist organizations have played an active
part in supporting the war on terror.12 Their participation is based on the
assumed link between the WOT as an attack on Islamic fundamentalism and,
in turn, forms of oppression of women by men. These feminists, have declared themselves allies of Muslim women: patriarchy's universality binds all
women.13 As articulated by the Feminist Majority Foundation:
The Feminist Majority Foundation's Global Campaign has always been
based on the belief that the fight we face on the domestic front and the
fight we face on the global front for14women's rights are not two separate
battles: they are one and the same.
Support for this type of intervention by imperialist feminists is despite
resistance from both Muslim and secular feminists within Muslim countries.
Examples of pre- and post-war projects aimed at ending the problems of
Muslim women (including honor killings, polygamy, and female genital mutilation) abound and have been documented by numerous "anti-imperialist"
feminists. The arguments of anti-imperial feminists often map onto the work
1i Several articles have taken on the challenge of evaluating how a feminist or queer theoretical framing produces different analytic outcomes. See Brenda Cossman, Dan Danielson, Janet Halley & Tracy Higgins, Gender, Sexuality, and Power: Is Feminist Theory Enough? 12
COLUM. J. GiENDER & L. 601 (2003); Linda McClain, Some ABCs of Feminist Sex Education
(in Light of the Sexuality Critique of Legal Feminism), 15 CoLum. J. GENDER & L. 63 (2006).
12 See Karen Engle, "Calling in the Troops": The Uneasy Relationship Between Women's
Rights, Human Rights, and Humanitarian Intervention, 20 HARv. Hum. RTS. J. 75 (2007);
Vasuki Nesiah, From Berlin to Bonn to Baghdad: A Space for Infinite Justice, 17 HARv. Hum.
RTS. J. 75 (2004).
13FEMINIST

MAJORITY FOUNDATION, GLOBAL WOMEN'S RIGHTS, https://feminist.org/globall

index.asp (last visited Feb. 4, 2012). But cf. Roksana Bmitash, The War on Terror, Feminist
Orientalism and OrientalistFeminism: Case Studies of Two North American Bestsellers, 14
CRITIQUE: CRITICAL MIDDLE E. STUD., 221-235 (2005); Russo, supra note 2; Vasuki Nesiah,
Toward a Feminist Internationality:A Critique of US Feminist Legal Scholarship. 16 HARV.
WOMEN's L. J., 189 (2003); Karen Engle, InternationalHuman Rights and Feminisms: When
Discourses Keep Meeting, in INTERNATIONAL LAW: MODERN FEMINIST APPROACHES, 47-66
(Doris Buss ed. 2005) (Engle, Nesiah, Bmitash, and Russo authors challenge the idea of a
feminist universalism.)
14 Feminist Majority Foundation, Global Feminism (Feb. 8, 2012), http://
www.feministcampus.org/know/global/. For a discussion on the exporting of liberal feminist
projects see generally Cyra Choudury, Globalizing Family Law Progress, 32 MICH. J. INT'L L.
259 (2011).
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of critical scholars including those scholars aligned with third world approaches to international law (TWAIL) who critique universalist tendencies
of international interventions whether understood as means of liberation,15
justice,' or nation-building.' 7
The celebration of the WOT by organizations like FMF as a response to
women's rights concerns is part of a broader rightward shift amongst U.S.
feminists.' 8 As documented by Elizabeth Bernstein in the context of the antitrafficking movement, this gradual shift represents a move towards marketbased (neoliberal) and punitive rather than redistributive solutions to "contemporary social problems."' 9 Bernstein characterizes these efforts that rely
heavily on punitive measures as "carceral feminism." Carceral feminism can
be understood within a broader trend towards militarized humanitarianism:
the rise of a military based humanitarian effort since 1992.20 The war on
terror highlights one of carceral feminism's most violent manifestations. 2 1

supra note 6.
supra note 2.
17 ANGHIE, supra note 3.
18 The imperial and carceral tendencies of feminists are not simply made for export, however. Domestically, the National Organization for Women (NOW) took on the American Association of Pediatrics (AAP) for suggesting that "a nick" of the clitoris be permitted as a
means of preventing girls from being taken outside the United States for more drastic female
circumcision. In a letter to the AAP, Terry O'Neil, Executive Director of NOW, voiced her
support for a full criminalization of transporting minors outside the United States for female
genital mutilation (FGM). One might imagine the unintended consequences of harsh criminalization that increases the forms of suffering girls endure by removing them from hospital
facilities where a "nick" might be a minimal and harmless procedure conducted in safe and
sterile facilities as opposed to more extreme forms of circumcision. Letter from Terry O'Neil,
Exec. Director, NOW, to Judith Palfrey, Pres., AAP, (June 7, 2010), available at http://
www.now.org/issues/health/AAP-FGM.pdf (last visited Feb. 23, 2012); see also Pam Belluck, Group Backs Ritual 'Nick' as Female Circumcision Option, N.Y. TIMES, MAY 6, 2010,
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/05/07/health/policy/07cuts.html (last visited Feb. 23, 2012)
(Highlighting that the AAP statement was motivated by physicians highlighting the an unintended consequence of the current federal law is families taking girls out of the country for
circumcision).
19 Elizabeth Bernstein, Militarized HumanitarianismMeets CarceralFeminism: The Politics
of Sex Rights, and Freedom in Contemporary Antitrafficking Campaigns, 36 SIGNs: J. OF
WOMEN IN CULTURE AND Soc. 47 (2010).
20 Hugo Slim, Military Humanitarianism and the New Peacekeeping: An Agenda for
Peace?, THE JOURNAL O HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE (1995), available at http://
sites.tufts.edu/jha/archives/64. (last visited Feb. 9, 2012).
21 For other scholars who have also critically examined the role of women's rights activists
see supra note 13.
15 MUTUA,

16

ORFORD,
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In her article Women's September Ith: Rethinking the InternationalLaw
of Conflict (Catharine MacKinnon parallels the response to September 11th
with the global response to "male violence against women":
On the perpetrators' side, the atrocities were hardly sex- or gender-neutral. Animated by a male-dominant ethos, this one in the guise of religion-a particular fundamentalist extremism that has silenced women,
subordinated them in private, and excluded them from public life-these
men bound for glory and pleasure, some for virgins in a martyr's paradise,
exterminated people by the thousands to make a point. The rest of the
world is still trying to figure out exactly what that point was. But this
aggression, these atrocities, this propaganda by deed, made September
11 " an exemplary day of male violence. Every other day, as well as this
one, men as well as women are victimized by men's violence. But it is
striking that the number of people who died at these men's hands on September l1th, from 2800 to 3000, is almost identical to the number of
women who die at the hands of men every year in just one country, the
same one in which September 11th happened. Women murdered by male
intimates alone could have killed one whole World Trade tower of September I1's dead. This part of a war on women in only one country,
22
variously waged in all countries, is far from sex-equal on either side.
Generally, MacKinnon's overarching critique is that the world responded to September 11th with a war despite the fact that the violence on 9/
11 was caused by non-state actors. She asks then: why not a similarly intense effort to stop violence against women also by non-state actors and
men?
What will it take for violence against women, this daily war, this terrorism against women as women that goes on every day worldwide, this
everyday, group-based, systematic threat to and crime against the peace,
to receive a response in the structure and practice of international law
anything approximate to the level of focus and determination inspired by
the September 1l' attacks? Assuming that women are a group, a collectivity though not a state, to ask this is not simply to contend that because
violence against women is systemic and systematic (although it is), it
should be addressed at this level of urgency. A lot of socially built-in
death and mayhem is legally ignored. This parallel is closer than, for example, that with the death of the thousands of children who die from
preventable diseases daily. And the point is not a moral one: that this is
bad and should be stopped. It is legal: Both September 11th and most
violence against women are acts by formally nonstate actors against nonstate targets. It is analytical: Both are gender-based violence. And it is
empirical: The body count is comparable in just one country in just one
year.

22
23

23

Catharine MacKinnon, Women's September llth,
Id. at 19.

HARV.

INT'L. L. J. 1, 3 (2006).
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By setting the WOT as a model for the scope and magnitude of how
violence against women should be addressed MacKinnon seeks a response to
violence against women that mirrors that of the WOT. For MacKinnon, the
underlying solution to women's inequality is not necessarily war but it is also
not always peaceful or non-violent; it uses the full force of the state and
international law to bring equality:
This is not to argue that the only effective response to a war is a war. It is
to ask, when will the international order stop regarding this very condition as peace and move all at once, with will, to do whatever is necessary
to stop it, shaping the imperatives of the response to the imperatives of
the problem?
. . .Acts of violence against women are mass atrocities, mass human
rights violations, widespread and systematic attacks on the basis of sex,
crimes against humanity pervasively unaddressed. But are they not also
violent, organized conflict? Do these women not count as casualties in
some war? Will the Marines never land for them? A kind of war is being
fought unrecognized in a conflict that one suspects would be seen as such
if men were not the aggressors and women the victims. Why does no
international model-not war, not criminal law, not yet even human
rights-intervene effectively in this anywhere? 24
In a speech on November 17, 2001, Laura Bush justified the WOT as a
war partly for women's rights:
. I'm delivering
..
this week's radio address to kick off a world-wide effort
to focus on the brutality against women and children by the al-Qaida terrorist network and the regime it supports in Afghanistan, the Taliban.
That regime is now in retreat across much of the country, and the people
of Afghanistan - especially women - are rejoicing. Afghan women
know, through hard experience, what the rest of the world is discovering:
The brutal oppression of women is a central goal of the terrorists. Long
before the current war began, the Taliban and its terrorist allies were making the lives of children and women in Afghanistan miserable. Seventy
percent of the Afghan people are malnourished. One in every four children won't live past the age of five because health care is not available.
Women have been denied access to doctors when they're sick. Life under
the Taliban is so hard and repressive, even small displays of joy are outlawed - children aren't allowed to fly kites; their mothers face beatings
for laughing out loud. Women cannot work outside the home, or even
leave their homes by themselves.
...Because of our recent military gains in much of Afghanistan, women
are no longer imprisoned in their homes. They can listen to music and
teach their daughters without fear of punishment. Yet the terrorists who
helped rule that country now plot and plan in many countries. And they
24

Id. at 19
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must be stopped. The fight against terrorism is also a fight for the rights
and dignity of women. 2 5
Wendy Brown speaks of the appropriation of women's rights as the mobilization of "gender equality and sexual democracy" for "imperialist and
racial projects." 26 Brown notes that it is impossible to have a monopoly on a
particular "concept, value, or ideal." 27 It is certainly true that conservative
forces appropriate women's rights to justify the WOT illustrated best by
Laura Bush's speech. Some feminist organizations, however, respond positively to the WOT. This is best illustrated by the Feminist Majority Foundation (FMF) celebration of the defeat of the Taliban in 2001 during initial
stages of the WOT on women's rights grounds:
The 2001 defeat of the Taliban liberated Afghan women and girls from
the regime's draconian decrees. The world witnessed reports of women in
Mazar-e-Sharif, Kabul, and other cities going into the streets without
male relatives and discarding their burqas-actions that would have garnered brutal punishments under the Taliban. 28
However, well-meaning in their desire to address women's rights the
vilification of Muslim alongside the call for women's rights in the lies a project that lends itself to support for the WOT. In other words, some women's
rights organizations are celebrating war. 2 9
PART III: THE

FEMINIST RESPONSE TO THE

ABU GHRAM

PRISON TORTURE
In 2004 photos were released from the Abu Ghraib prison showing
soldiers torturing prisoners. Amongst the many photos, a few of the most
widely circulated included those of three female soldiers, Lynndie England,
Sabrina Harman, and Megan Ambhul, torturing male prisoners. The photos
contained various graphic images: in many of the photos the men are naked
and in contorted positions: stacked on top of one another, arms pulled backwards, or kneeling. In one photo, Sabrina Harman gives a "thumbs up" behind naked prisoners piled on top of one another. In another photo, Lynndie
25 Radio Address by Mrs. Bush, The White House, available at http://georgewbushwhitehouse.archives.gov/news/releases/2001/l1/20011117.htmi (last visited Feb 8, 2012).
26 Wendy Brown, Thinking in Time: An Epilogue on Ethics and Politics, in THE QUESTION
OF GENDER: JOAN W. ScoTr's CRITICAL FEMINISM, 312 (Judith Butler & Elizabeth Weed eds.,

2011).

Id. at 316.
Feminist Majority Foundation, Campaign for Afghan Women and Girls, http://feminist.org/afghan/taliban-women.asp (last visited Feb. 4, 2012).
29 See generally NESIAH supra note 13; See generally ENGLE supra note 13.
27
28
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England holds a leash with the other end around the neck of naked man. In
many of the photos, the prisoners have open wounds and are bleeding.
Alongside being gruesome and shocking, the photos undermined some
of the basic assumptions of dominance and cultural feminism: that of women's subordinate position to men. Dominance and cultural feminists began
to process the torture based on two primary premises generated by the internal logic of dominance and cultural feminism. First, as dominance feminists
assert, women who behave like men are the victims of a false consciousness
in which they believe they are acting with agency, but in truth, cannot understand their own subordination. Second, based on cultural feminism, women's
inherent tendency towards peace relative to men has been unable to transform the masculinized military into a humanitarian organization despite women's admittance into the military. Both dominance feminism and cultural
feminism are subordination theories - so while there are important differences between dominance and cultural feminists - it is possible to assess
these reactions together as analytical frameworks that focus on women's subordination.3 0 The assumptions made by dominance and cultural feminists
allowed the production of the following rationalizations by feminists of the
torture at Abu Ghraib by women. I draw on a set of examples below to
illustrate various modes of feminist analytic reaction to the Abu Ghraib
photos.
The Female Soldiers Were Acting Like Men

The dominance and cultural feminist framings of women as perpetrators
of torture leads to the conclusion that the female soldiers are actually victims
of the same military that tortures people. Barbara Ehrenreich revealed this
view in "Feminism Assumptions Upended" while lamenting the loss of her
"feminist naivet6": 3
The photos did something else to me, as a feminist: They broke my heart.
I had no illusions about the U.S. mission in Iraq-whatever exactly it
is-but it turns out that I did have some illusions about women. . .. another thing. . . died for me the last couple of weeks-a certain kind of
feminism or, perhaps I should say, a certain kind of feminist naivet6. It

was a kind of feminism that saw men as perpetual perpetrators, women as
30 SPIT DECISIONS, supra note 8 at 26. (Halley provides a description of dominance and
cultural feminism as subordination theories in feminism. I utilize this commonality between
dominance and cultural feminism to flesh out the consequences of a dominance or cultural
feminist analysis.)
31 Barbara Ehrenreich, Foreword: Feminism's Assumptions Upended, in ONE OF THE Guys:
WOMEN AS AGGRESSORS AND TORTURERS 1, 2 (Tara McKelvey ed., 2007). [Hereinafter Feminism's Assumptions]

10
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the perpetual victims, and male sexual violence against women as the root
of all injustice. Maybe this form of feminism made more sense in the
1970s. Certainly it seemed to make more sense when we learned about
the rape camps in Bosnia in the early 90s. Rape has repeatedly been an
instrument of war and, to some feminists, it was beginning to look like
war was an extension of rape. There seemed to be at least some evidence
that male sexual sadism is connected to our species' tragic propensity for
violence.

32

In a speech delivered at Barnard College, Ehrenreich recognizes the analytic blindspots of feminism: "What we have learned from Abu Ghraib,
once and for all, is that the uterus is not a substitute for a conscience and
menstrual periods are not the foundation of morality." 3 3 Ehrenreich expressed disappointment that women's presence in the military did not eventually make "it more respectful of other people and cultures, more capable of
genuine peace keeping." 3 4 She goes further to say that a feminism based on
cultural feminist assertions of moral superiority a "lazy" and "self-indulgent"
type of feminism. 3 5 She acknowledges that a struggle for "peace, for social
justice, and against imperialist and racist arrogance cannot. . .be folded into
the struggle for gender equality." 36
Ehrenreich seems to find her footing again, paradoxically, in cultural
and dominance feminism. This new feminism, according to Ehrenreich,
should once again focus on women. But rather than simply assume women
are naturally "capable of genuine peacekeeping" this new feminism should
teach "women to say no-not just to the date rapist or overly insistent boyfriend-but, when necessary, to the military or corporate hierarchy within
which she find herself." It should be a feminism that "aims not just to assimilate into the institutions men have created over the centuries, but to infiltrate
and subvert them." 37
Ehrenreich seems to acknowledge the participation of the female
soldiers while simultaneously excusing them. They too can be seen as victims: of the male system that they attempted to assimilate into and a femiId. at 1.
Barabara Ehrenreich, Barnard Graduation Speech, C-Span available at http://www.cspanvideo.org/appearance/467845819 (last visited Feb. 9, 2012).
34 Feminism's Assumptions, supra note 32 at 2 ("Like most feminists, I have supported full
opportunity for women within the military-one, because I knew women could fight, and two,
because the military is one of the few options around for low-income young people. Although
I opposed the first Gulf War in 1991, 1 was proud of our servicewomen and delighted that their
presence irked their Saudi hosts.")
35 Id.
36 Id.
37 Feminism's Assumptions, supra note 32 at 4.
32
33
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nism that let them down. In other words, they are guilty because they felt
forced to act like men.
Tortured Muslim/Arab Men Are Actually Being Treated Like Women

A second set of feminist reactions ask: are the sexual images of men
actually depictions of the brutality faced by women? Are the men victims
because they are being treated as women?3 8 In her article "Sexualized Torture and Abuse at Abu Ghraib Prison: Feminist Psychological Analyses" Eileen L. Zurbriggen argues that the construction of masculinity and femininity
in the military helps contextualize the nature and scope of violence experienced by male soldiers.
Other sexualized abuses included forcing detainees to assume demeaning
and sexualized positions such as posing on hands and knees while wearing a dog leash. Similar abuses against prisoners in Guantdinamo and
Bagram, Afghanistan, have come to light, with one prisoner ordered to
roll on the ground and kiss the boots of the guards. These humiliating
practices can also be read as feminization. They enact a stylized power
imbalance, with a sexual overtone. As such, these practices align with the
sexualized power imbalance that comprises the prototypical or traditional
heterosexual relationship, with man in a dominant or active role and woman in a submissive or passive role . . .39
In the dominance/cultural feminist framing, masculinity is embodied by
the female soldiers in which the female soldiers act out sexual violence
against men, a type of violence that is experienced only by women. 40 Carrying through with this logic, the Muslim man becomes a victim when he is
treated like a woman. In the formulation of a feminist universalism dominance and cultural feminists might also read this to mean that he is not only
treated like a Muslim woman, but also treated as an emasculated and sexually
violated American woman.
Anti-imperialist feminists often frame their reaction to the photos with
regard to race and religion in order to challenge imperialist feminist ideas. In
her reading of the photos, Issi Nusair provides a critique of "the construction
See also, Laura Sjoberg,

GENDER, JUSTICE, AND THE WARS IN IRAQ: A FEMINIST REFORMU-

LATION OF JUST WAR THEORY

143 (2006). ("The easiest example of this is the feminization of a

38

man raped by another man-the man who is raped has not become 'a woman' but has been
feminized - or treated in ways that show the power of the 'masculine' over the feminine.'")
39 Eileen L. Zurbriggen, Sexualized Torture and Abuse at Abu Ghraib Prison: Feminist Psy-

chological Analyses, 18 FEMINISM & PSYCHoL. 301 (2008).
4 Catharine MacKinnon, Women's September 11th: Rethinking the International Law of
Conflict, 47 HARV. INT'L L. J. 1 (2006).
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of the other.' 4 1 Nusair's is a critique of imperialist feminist readings which
introduces and constructs a highly sexualized orient 42 in which Arab/Muslim
men embody a complex, almost contradictory sexuality that is both oversexed and severely repressive towards women:
Photos of torture and abuse at Abu Ghraib are evidence of the violent act
of unveiling, stripping and penetration, the ultimate act of cultural and
sexual domination over an emasculate Iraqi other. Male Iraqi prisoners
were represented in the Abu Ghraib photos as the opposite of what a US
militarist and hypersexual soldier or policeman, either male or female, is
or should be. The prisoners were represented as helpful, obedient, and
docile (read feminine) others. They were sexually dominated, degraded,
and forced to simulate homosexual acts. Within this homophobic, militarized, racist, and sexist representation, the perpetrators were defining their
43
position as well as the nature of their domination over Iraqi others.
Nussair does the important work of bringing race back into the conversation. However, while race and feminism enrich one's understanding of the
Abu Ghraib photos, the dominance feminist mode of analysis keeps violence
against males as subordinate to a focus on women as victims.
The Female Soldiers Are Acting Like Male Pornographers,and the Male
Victims Are Like the Female Victims of Pornography
This line of feminist thinking emerged in the context of the images being pornographic and in turn relied on a dominance feminist understanding of
pornography as violence against women. In this logic the pictures from Abu
Ghraib are highly sexualized and do not represent a violent and powerful
female soldier (a woman never has agency in pornography). 4 4 Instead the
Issi Nusair, Gendered, Racialized, and Sexualized Torture at Abu Ghraib in FEMINISM
IMPERIALISM (Robin Riley ed. 2008).
42 Mary Ann Tetreault, The Sexual Politics of Abu Ghraib: Hegemony, Spectacle, and the
Global War on Terror, 18 FEMINIST FORMATIONs 37 (2006) ("The term 'orientalist' went from
a descriptive to a pejorative term with the publication of Edward Said's influential account of
'the formidable structure of cultural domination' that supported the political and economic
domination of 'the east' by 'the west' (quoting Said). Said found that orientalism permeated
41

AND WAR: CONFRONTING U.S.

Western scholarship, art, politics, underpinning a perspective from which 'Orientals' are

viewed as exotic, Other, not 'people like us.' Orientalism like other ideologies, is a way of
seeing, and not seeing, that organizes perceptions around a particular view of reality. The
messages of orientalist communication imply, when they do not proclaim, the moral and cultural inferiority of Orientals and the entitlement of superior Westerners to resources held by
such feckless and wicked people.").
43 See NUSAIR, supra note 38 at 184.
44 Dominance feminists treat pornography as emblematic of women's sexual subordination.
See generally Kathryn Abrams, Sex Wars Redux: Agency and Coercion in Feminist Legal
Theory, 95 CoLuM. L. REv. 304 (1995).
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photos represent the male gaze of the man behind the camera and two victims
of the pornographer's gaze:
I would call these photos pornographic, if we define pornography as a
record of the violation of a subject's physical and psychic integrity. However, many Abu Ghraib images also are pornographic in the conventional
sense. Their subjects are naked and lewdly posed, some with clothed
American women playing dominatrix roles. These photos-some depicting corpses and brutal interrogation practices are like stills from snuff
films, statements of the utter worthlessness of the prisoners and life-and
death power over them exercised by their captors. And, like conventional
pornography, these images convey complex messages about the persons
who produced them." 4 5
Catharine MacKinnon makes a similar argument:
The larger connection between men's treatment of women and men's
treatment of other men is lost on the international system. When the photographs of American soldiers sexually humiliating Iraqi detainees at Abu
Ghraib prison surfaced, the fact that identical acts are routinely committed against women (and some men) in pornography was typically mentioned, if at all, to excuse the crimes, not to indict the pornography. The
connection was not lost on one Iraqi man who was abused by Americans
in prison. "They wanted us to feel as though we were women," he said,
"the way women feel, and this is the worst insult, to feel like a woman."
The photos, mild by pornography's standards, were routinely referred to
as pictures of torture, yet calling pornography pictures of torture is usually derided as an extremism comparable to calling violence against women a war.46
Keeping with the feminist logic on pornography, dominance feminists
characterize the female soldiers as victims. In writing about the parallel
drawn between the Abu Ghraib photos and pornography, Laura Frost suggests that the analogy of pornography itself "suggests our failure to accept
women as agents of power, for better or for worse."4 7 In turn, the dominance
and cultural paralleling of the photos to pornography has made way for the
men as victims - instead it serves to reinforce the victimhood of women as
experienced in pornography and establish that if the men are victims, it is
because they are like women.

45 See Tetreault, supra note 39
46 MAcKINNoN, supra note 37

at 34.
at 25.

47 Laura Frost, Photography/Pornography/Torture:The Politics of Seeing Abu Ghraib, in
ONE

OF

THE Guys: WOMEN

AS AGGRESSORS AND TORTURERS

144 (Tara McKelvey ed., 2007).
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PART

IV: A

QUEER LENS

The dominance and cultural feminist response to the Abu Ghraib pictures can be partly characterized as 1) relying heavily on a dominance and
cultural feminist mode of analysis and 2) finding a way to understand the
behavior of violent female soldiers from within feminist theories of subordination. The dominance and cultural feminist analysis gives us this general
understanding of the Abu Ghraib images: the woman soldier as partly a victim alongside the tortured man, male victims of torture as representatives of
the subordination of women, and the invisibility of the naked and bloody
Abu Ghraib male-prisoner in lieu of a focus on the women in the photograph.
For many looking at the photographs, including feminists, this mode of
analysis is unsatisfying. How is it that looking at an image of a man abused
and tortured and a female soldier holding him on a leash, the default feminist
reaction is to excuse the behavior of the soldier in a desperate attempt to
hang onto a totalitizing male-female feminist subordination schema? How
can an entire analytic moment pass and barely a mention is made of the very
real person who lays on the floor in a naked, bloody disfigured mess? How
does the reaction to the Abu Ghraib photos reflect a symptom of deeper theoretical and analytical limitations of feminism?
Can we understand these images (and this reality) using an analytic
framework that does not trap us in a subordination analysis that never allows
us to see the Muslim man as the abused? This is where queer theory as a
mode of analysis becomes instructive. 4 8 For my analysis, I draw on the
queer theoretical frame forwarded by Teemu Ruskola in Raping Like a State
in which queer theory is a:
. . .commitment to a mode of analysis, not to the study of a given subject
or set of subjects. There are numerous analyses of international human
rights law, for example, that examine the treatment of gays and lesbians.
Such analyses can be of great legal, social, and political value, but insofar
as they simply assume gay subjects that preexist legal recognition, they
are not applications of queer theory. . . I use the word queer to refer to a
range of non-normative subject positions. These positions are at once sexual, social, and political. Thus defined, queer positions are occupied by all
subjects at some point (whether they wish to acknowledge it or not) and
by no subject at all times (even if they so desire). Queer theory provides a
method for analyzing how queer and normative subject positions are constituted in relation to one another and how they are secured, but also how
they remain necessarily unstable and provisional. In short, it is a method

48 SPLIT DECISIONs, supra note 8 at 106.
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for analyzing the discursive dynamics by which subjects are made and
unmade, maintained and destabilized. 49
Analyzing the discursive dynamics surrounding the images at Abu
Ghraib in a queer theory mode offered by Ruskola does in fact lead to very
different outcomes in the case of the Abu Ghraib photos. We are able to
examine the relationships of race, sexuality, gender, and sex in the context of
the photos as constituting one another, as shifting, and destabilizing. I highlight a few of the potential outcomes offered by a queer analysis below.
The Female Soldier as an Agent

If we step outside of the analytic confines of dominance or cultural feminism we are able to see the tortured men in the photograph who were previously hidden by the blind spot of a feminist analysis. Instead of our gaze
falling on the female soldier, we see instead a tortured person lying on the
floor and the soldier next to him mocking his pain, celebrating the humiliation she has caused. A queer analysis allows us to see the female soldier as a
willing participant regardless of her sex. She is not unable to resist committing acts of torture due to a lack of feminist training or failing to transform
the military into a peace organization, nor is she naturally more likely to
resist these structures. Her pleasure in a sexualized form of torture, and her
agency to act are not tied to (or limited by) her sex. With a queer theoretical
analysis, we no longer need to search for a way to contextualize, excuse, or
explain away her actions despite her sex. Our concern for the man writhing
on the ground before her is not because he is like a woman; our concern for
the men stacked one on top of the other bruised and bleeding is not because
they are being treated like women.
Until now sex-positive feminists have remained in the background of
this analysis but become more relevant here. Sex-positive feminism rests on
a different assumption about agency: namely, that women can be agents in
the context of sex and sexuality.50 A sex-positive feminist perspective allows us to accept that even though she is a woman, she might have exper49 Teemu Ruskola, Raping Like a State, 57 UCLA L.R. 1477, 1481 (2010). Thanks to Libby
Adler and Erez Aloni who highlighted the complexity of defining and applying queer theory
as an analytical frame. Erez Aloni's article was helpful in spelling out the complexity of
conducting a queer analysis. Erez Aloni, Cloning and the LGBTI Family: Cautious Optimism,
35 N.Y.U. REv. L. & Soc. CHANGE 3, 37 (2011). For an assessment of how queer theory
enhances and contributes to critical thinking about the law see generally Libby Adler, Gay
Rights and Lefts: Rights Critique and DistributiveAnalysis for Law Reform, HARV. CR-CL L.
Ri-v available at http://harvardcrcl.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/02/LibbyAdler-Gay
Rights-AndLefts.pdf (last visited Feb. 21, 2012).
50 AB3RAMS supra note 45.
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ienced pleasure in torturing prisoners. Does this mean that a sex-positive
feminist perspective allows us to hold the female soldier to greater accountability? I would argue yes. However, as stated, a queer analytic framework
allows us to see her as accountable regardless of her sex. 5 1
The Female Soldier as an Accurate Representative of the Military
Both dominance and cultural feminists fought hard to get women in the
military and for women's equality in the military. 52 For cultural feminists,
the fight for the inclusion of women in the military assumed the potential for
changing male military culture. The photos called into question how successful this fight had been. After all, a successful story of women's acceptance into the military would have resulted in the military as a more peaceful
and humanitarian institution. The photos are evidence of the opposite.
A queer analytic mode allows us to "look around the corners"5 3 of dominance and cultural feminist constructions of gender and sex, removes the
normative attachments to a soldier's sex, and allows us to see the female
soldier as fully integrated into an inherently violent institution. Once we are
able to see her as a representative of the military, as fully integrated into the
military structure, we stop insulating both the soldier and the military from
responsibility. With this new frame we are also able to invoke a post-colonial critique. The soldier is not channeling patriarchy's violent maleness onto
an emasculated Muslim man as feminists contend. Rather she is (unapologetically) acting on behalf of the U.S. government, and the Iraqi in front of
her is a colonial subject. This post-colonial critique, partly a critique of the
universality and primacy of women's victimhood deployed by dominance and
cultural feminists, allows us to bring larger social, political, and economic
forces into focus. 5 4
The Muslim Man as a Victim of Torture and Violence
The characterization of Muslim men since September 11 " and the war
on terror has been of the Muslim male terrorist. News outlets, politicians,
and popular media have capitalized on the fear of September 11h 'to pass and
implement extreme laws targeted at Muslim men. This is best characterized
5' It is important to note that I am not suggesting that the military be released of responsibility for the enculturation into violence or that the military be excused from its active recruitment of young and often poor people. Rather I am suggesting that our understanding of
culpability need not be contingent upon the soldier's sex.
52 See Ehrenreich, supra note 32.
53 See SPLIT DECISIONS, supra note 8 at 33.
54 NisIAH, supra at note 15.
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by the U.S. government "special registration" program inaugurated on September 1 l' 2002 requiring males age sixteen and over from twenty-three
Muslim majority countries plus Eritrea and North Korea to register with US
immigration authorities. 55 Over 200,00056 men registered and many men
were detained, deported, and tortured.57 Guantanamo adds both in a real and
symbolic way the potential threat of Muslim men who must be captured and
detained without charge out of a fear of future violent action.
Much feminist analysis contributes to a discourse othering Muslim men,
resulting in the erasure of the capacity of Muslim men to be victims in the
WOT. In other words, Muslim men exist purely as perpetrators. MacKinnon
states that the WOT is a war against men "bound for glory and pleasure,
some for virgins in a martyr's paradise" animated by a male-dominant ethos
that subordinates women.58 The Feminist Majority Foundation's (FMF)
"Stop Gender Apartheid" 59 campaign frames the war as an "intervention narrative": Muslim women are brutalized by Muslim men. This narrative mirrors that of many feminist development projects that not only contributes to
the perception that Muslim men are dangerous but also contributes to a larger
culture that "makes imperialism possible." 6 0
The exclusive focus on women as victims distracts feminist organizations from the larger global, social, and political forces that destabilize Muslim communities and families. Using queer theory as an analytical tool, we
are able to move away from a male/female subordination dynamic and understand that men, too, have been harmed in the war on terror.
The Muslim Man as Queer, the Muslim Community as Sexually Complex

Queer theorists, including Judith Butler and Jasbir Puar, offer insights as
to how queer subjects finds themselves hidden in the mainstream narratives
surrounding the Abu Ghraib images.
Judith Butler highlights the perverse use of the idea of "sexual progressiveness" during torture. Butler suggests that the army considers itself "more
sexually 'advanced'" because they are capable of reading pornography, imposing it on prisoners, and acting to break down these inhibitions on the
people they torture. In doing so, the war is not only against the opposing
55 Louise Cainkar, Special Registration:A Fervorfor Muslims, 7 J. ISLAMIc L. & CULTURE,
73 (2002).
56 Louise Cainkar, 25 The Social Construction of Difference and the Arab American Experience, J. of Am. Ethnic Hist. 243, 257 (2006).
57 Ashcroft v. lqbal, 556 U.S. 662 (2009).
58 See MacKinnon, supra note 37 at 3.
59 See Russo, supra note 2 at 576.
6
ORFORD, supra note 2.
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military but also breaks down the "putative sexual and moral codes of Islam." 61 Muslims are understood to be particularly sensitive to sexualized
torture. 62 In turn, the army represents a civilizing mission: "a homophobic
institution against a population that is both constructed and targeted for its
own shame about homosexuality." Freedom is co-opted for the cause of
"sexual progress" - and sexual freedom has become an indicator of a more
civilized people. Jasbir Puar coins the term "homonationalism" as a way to
explore "sexual exceptionalism, queer as regulatory, and the ascendency of
whiteness" in the WOT. Like Butler, Puar highlights the "Muslim-gay binary" to highlight the ongoing positioning of Islam as homophobic and Muslims as highly sensitive to sexual harm resulting in the U.S. military
portrayed as tolerant, accepting and encouraging of sexual diversity all while
engaging in homophobic and racist acts. 6 3 She also provides the title of
homonationalism to feminist scholarship that "despite political intent, reproduces the gender-sex nonnormativity of Muslim sexuality." 64
The work of both Butler and Puar point to the immediate and long term
impacts of the torture at Abu Ghraib on queer people: queer Muslims vanish
from public conversation while challenges of queer people in the U.S. military are hidden beneath a form of sexually progressive torture that the U.S.
military is capable of conducting. Feminism's production of the Muslim man
as simultaneously undersexed (e.g. highly conservative, carrying out honor
killings on misbehaving daughters) or oversexed (e.g. polygamous, awaiting
virgins in heaven), and always violent towards both family and state perpetuates the sexual backwardness of Muslim men and hides the sexual complexity of Muslim communities as a whole.65
PART

V:

CONCLUSION

Feminism is a powerful force in shaping the way we understand sex,
sexuality, and gender. Feminism, however, has blindspots. Dominance and
cultural feminist analytic positions contribute often unintended support for
war 66 and the ongoing vilification of Muslim men. In some cases feminists
have gone further: actively calling for and supporting a highly militaristic
and carceral response that supports institutions and individuals that deploy
BUTLER, supra note 4 at 16-17.
62 See, e.g., PUAR, supra note 4; Butler, supra note 4 at 1-23.
63 PUAR, supra note 4 at 19.
64 PUAR, supra note 2 at 77.
65 For an article describing the complexity of sexuality in an Islamic context see Lama Abu
Odeh, 58 Honor Killings and the Constructionof Gender in Modern Societies, THE AM. J. oi'
61

CoMw. L. 911, 951 (2010).

66 Engle, supra note 13 at 75.
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racist and anti-Muslim rhetoric and discourse in order to make the case for
the WOT. In its most extreme form, carceral dominance and cultural feminism calls for a response to women's inequality that is like a war even if it is
not war itself. Willingly or unwillingly these forms of feminism become
complicit in supporting a broader imperial project.
When applied to the case of the Abu Ghraib photos dominance and cultural feminism is unsatisfying; it is relentless in its impulse to keep women
victims and everyone else a prop in her constant and ongoing subordination.
It is by acknowledging feminist theory's limitations and drawing from a
queer framework that we move beyond male/female subordination and into a
mode of analysis that allows us to see male harm. It is with queer theory, and
its unstable and unpredictable lens that we not only look at the Abu Ghraib
photos, but we can finally see them clearly.

